Privacy Policy
This document informs the users of Real Money Quiz about how we collect, store, process, and/or share
any personal information or data provided by the users (hereafter referred to as information). By using
and accessing our services, the users agree to provide consent for the collection, storage, transfer,
manipulation, disclosure and any other use of the information they provide as described in the Privacy
Policy document.
You are requested not to use our services and platform if you have any issues or concerns about providing
information and sharing your data, or if you do not want the data to be used in any manner described or
permitted by this Privacy Policy.
As previously specified in the terms and conditions related to the use of our services, you must fulfill the
legal minimum age criteria which are 18 years for accessing our platform and/or using our services. Also,
if legally possible, you are required to take the consent, authorization, and agreement of your legal
guardian with the Privacy Policy to access our services in case of a minor.
Collection of User Information
For enriching user experience, we may ask you to provide certain personally identifiable information such
as your phone number, comments, and so on. Real Money Quiz and/or third-party associates, including
but not limited to advertising networks, business partners, analytics providers, and search information
providers, have the rights to collect and process any of the following data provided by the user:
● Information provided by the users while filling in the registration forms to access and/or use the
Services
● Information provided while creating an account within the Services
● Details enlisting your use of the services as well as access to the resources
● Any correspondence between the user and the Real Money Quiz platform
● Any interactions with other users of the service via other channels and/or social media platform
● Information obtained from third parties who save user data and agree to share the same with us
● Any information collected through cookies or similar technologies and mechanisms, as follows:
1. Cookies: Real Money Quiz uses cookies and similar technologies for better user
experience. These technologies often operate by either placing a small file that stores bits
of information on the user’s computer, mobile device, or other source used to access our
services or by accessing user information stored on your device. We use cookies and
similar technologies for recognizing you and your device.
It helps us in identifying your IP address, allows the services to better interact with a third
party platform or social network where you allow such interaction; allows payment
processes during submission of payment instructions; enables Real Money Quiz and third
parties for providing more customized services. We may save data such as the model of

your device, the operating system, screen size, other applications installed on the user
devices, and any information about your use of our services.
When you access and/or use our services, you provide consent to use cookies and similar
technologies as per this Privacy Policy. You may choose to disable cookies on your web
browser or mobile device browser by changing the settings. In that case, some features
of our services may not function properly. If you do not want to allow such data collection
as described in the document, you should immediately stop using our services.
2. Advertisements: Advertisers may sometimes use identifiers on your mobile devices to
enable and optimize their advertisements, to deliver tailored ads as per your unique
interests which are termed as Interest-Based Advertising (IBA).
These device identifiers are non-personal and non-permanent. Real Money Quiz and/or
third-party associates may use these device advertising identifiers and associated
information to deliver relevant ads that appeal to your interests and improve the
effectiveness of an ad campaign.
3. Location Information: Users may publish their location in their Real Money Quiz profile.
Users may reveal their location when they enable their device to send location
information.
Real Money Quiz and/or third-party associates may store and use the location
information to enable special features, deliver ads related to specific user interests and/or
customize and improve the services.
4. Links: Real Money Quiz may track your interaction with links across our services, which
include email notifications, client applications, and third-party services, by redirecting
clicks and other means.
5. Log Data: Real Money Quiz servers automatically record some information generated by
your use of our services. Such data may include relevant information like your IP address,
operating system, browser type, referring web page, location, pages visited,
device/application IDs, your mobile carrier, search terms, and/or cookie information. This
log data is automatically generated when you interact with any of the services and used
to evaluate, customize, and improve user experience through them.
6. Payment information: whenever you make a purchase or redeem a prize using our
services, Real Money Quiz may collect related financial and billing information required
to process the related charges; or do so on behalf of the relevant third-party payment
service providers. Any purchase via third-party services is subject to the policies
applicable to such providers.

7. Third-party services: Real Money Quiz uses several third-party services for provisioning of
its services, such as hosting and similar other services. The third-party service providers
may sometimes collect information such as IP address, location, device IDs, and cookies;
sent by the user’s web browser as part of a web page request. The third-party advertising
partners may use and share this information to measure the quality of ads and tailor ads
according to specific user interest.
8. Customer Support Correspondence: Whenever a user asks for assistance from our
customer support, we collect his/her contact information along with further information
about gameplay and/or activity on our platform, user ID number, correspondence, and
any relevant information contained within.
You may choose to provide Real Money Quiz with profile information including a short
biography, location, cell phone number, website, picture, and further information to
customize your user account. Such profile information may be used to collect information
about the use of our services or related information.
You may use the account settings to unsubscribe from notifications sent by Real Money
Quiz and/or from other users. You can also unsubscribe by following the instructions
provided within the notification. Real Money Quiz may use your contact information to
allow others to locate your account via third-party services or client applications. You can
opt for providing or not providing any additional information as described in this section.
Use of User Information
When you create or configure a user account to access and use our services, you provide pieces of
personal information including your name, username, email address, password, and other relevant
information required from time to time. Part of this information, such as your name and/or username,
can be listed publicly on our platform, shown on your profile page, and displayed in search results. You
hereby agree and acknowledge that Real Money Quiz and/or its third-party associates and/or its business
partners may collect and use this information for the purposes of:
● Sending updates and information about our services
● Contacting you for customer support
● Managing your user account and correspondence with the service
● Improving your user experience
● Improving related services
● For research, survey, and user engagement
● For marketing and promotion of services or products
● For personalizing and optimizing the services
● To send promotional content for advertising
● To generate reports, analytics and/or similar services for research and business intelligence.
Information Sharing and Disclosure

Rael Money Quiz will only share and use your data with its third-party associates according to the Privacy
Policy, as and when reasonably necessary to provide our services, wherever it is necessary to process user
instructions such as for payment processing, wherever your data is used anonymously and on an
aggregated basis, and for delivering Interest-Based Advertising as per this Privacy Policy. Whenever you
submit information for a competition or otherwise interact on social media or any other channel, your
submitted information is often published as reasonably permitted by law and regulations, to comply with
legal obligations, or to enforce or apply the terms of use, this Privacy Policy, and any other agreement for
using our platform.
Further, the published information can be used to protect the rights and/or property of Real Money Quiz
or its third-party associates. Real Money Quiz holds the permission to share or disclose any non-private
user information, including but not limited to public user profiles, public messages, e-mails, and
comments, or to share or disclose user information anonymously or on an aggregated basis until it does
not disclose any personal identification.
Interaction with social media networks may allow the services to interact with third-party social
networking platforms including Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, and any other networks which provide data
about the user to Real Money Quiz. User must agree and understand that any such interaction with any
third-party social networks or platforms allows Real Money Quiz to share and use data regarding user
contacts and other users of our platform and vice versa. The data acquired may include your profile
picture, name, activity status, and information concerning your use of our services. You can change the
permissions by adjusting your settings in your public profile according to the third-party providers.
As per this privacy policy, we may disclose personal user information under any of the following
circumstances and you as a user hereby provide consent for the same to be applicable in such scenarios:
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

If it is required to disclose the information to a third-party service provider for facilitating required
services a user wishes to access through our website
If it is required to disclose the information to a person or entity as per applicable laws
If disclosure of the information is requested by any government, statutory authority, judicial
forum, or law court as per applicable laws
Under circumstances where it is appropriate or necessary to respond to any valid claims or legal
processes, to protect the rights and/or property of the company, to ensure the public safety, to
prevent or halt any unethical, illegal, or legally actionable activity
If disclosure of the information is necessary to enforce our legal rights
If information is requested by our associate companies, advertising agents, business partners, or
third-party associates for providing services, marketing, and other promotional activities
undertaken on behalf of Real Money Quiz
If information is requested by any entity or organization that legally acquires our company

We completely understand the need for and importance of data security. We have implemented the
necessary precautions and reasonable safeguards to protect your personal details, adat, and information
and to ensure a safe and enriching browsing experience on our platform.
We strive to protect your personal information and data against any unlikely exposure and potential risks.
However, users must understand that it is never possible to ensure absolute security and ultimate safety
on the internet. Therefore, users of our platform are advised not to disclose any sensitive information or
classified personal data.
The users hereby agree and understand that data transmission over the internet is never 100% secure
and involves applied risks. We strive with our utmost capacity to protect your personal data and
information, however, we cannot guarantee data security when it is being transmitted from the source to
our platform. The transmission of data is the sole discretion and risk of the user.
Duration Of Use for User Information
Real Money Quiz retains the user information for as long as required for providing the services, even after
a user has discontinued or deleted his/her account, or after the provision of services ends, if retention of
information is reasonably necessary for complying with the legal obligations, meeting regulatory
requirements, resolving disputes, and preventing fraud.
Protection of User Information
Real Money Quiz implements necessary physical safeguards and maintains appropriate technical
provisions to protect user-information against accidental loss, unlawful destruction, alteration,
unauthorized access or disclosure, and any other unlawful processing of the data under its possession.
However, we cannot guarantee that the user information will not be altered, accessed, destroyed, or
disclosed by breach of any of the aforementioned safeguards.
User information may be stored and/or transferred to worldwide destinations. We guarantee to take all
necessary steps and reasonable precautions to ensure the treatment of information securely in
accordance with the Privacy Policy. In the event where Real Money Quiz is involved in a merger,
acquisition, bankruptcy, reorganization or sale of assets, the user information may be transferred or sold
as part of the transaction. Under such circumstances, the undertakings in the Privacy Policy will apply to
the user information when transferred to the new organization/entity.
You may find links to our third-party associate’s website in the services. You hereby agree and understand
that whenever you click on any of these links, any data or information you provide afterward is subject to
the privacy policy of the third party and not Real Money Quiz. Consequently, we take no responsibility for
the safety, security, and content of the third-party website.
Real Money Quiz does not knowingly collect or use any information from users under legal age. If it comes
to our notice that children under legal age have provided personal information, we will take the necessary
steps to remove such user information and terminate those accounts. If you as a user of the platform

become aware of any such accounts where any child has provided any personal information without the
consent of legal guardians, please contact our support team. In accordance with this privacy policy, you
authorize Real Money Quiz to collect, store, and use your information irrespective of the country or state
you reside wherever our platform operates.
The access and use of a third-party platform and/or website are entirely at your own risk. We do not hold
any jurisdiction or control in connection to your transactions with a third-party service. Real Money Quiz,
in accordance with this Privacy Policy, may preserve or disclose any user information to the extent
reasonably necessary to protect the safety of users, protect our rights and/or property, comply with a law,
regulation or legal request, and address fraud, security or technical issues.
Nothing in the Privacy Policy intends to limit your objections or any legal defenses to a third party,
including a request from the government to disclose your information. We want to ensure that your
information is correct, accurate, and up to date. As a user of our platform, you may request to modify,
rectify, or remove information using the tools and settings provided with our services, or by contacting
our support team.
You may notify any grievance concerning our website and/or platform by sending an email notification to
our support team. We may send occasional emails to notify or update you about recent activities and
system updates. You can completely control and filter the emails that you want to receive. If at any time
you decide not to receive notification emails from our team, you can write to us requesting
discontinuation. Once your request is received it may take a while for the discontinuation to become
effective. For any further queries regarding our services and/or platform, you can correspond with our
support team via phone call or email.
In case of a legal dispute connecting to this Privacy Policy, the matter will be addressed in accordance with
the exclusive jurisdiction of the law courts of India. As a user of our platform, you agree and acknowledge
that Real Money Quiz hold the right to revise or amend the Privacy Policy, if required, from time to time.

